Many induction problems include missing data that can be acquired at a cost. For building accurate predictive models, acquiring complete information for all instances is often expensive or unnecessary, while acquiring information for a random subset of instances may not be most effective. Active feature-value acquisition tries to reduce the cost of achieving a desired model accuracy by identifying instances for which obtaining complete information is most informative. We present an approach in which instances are selected for acquisition based on the current model's accuracy and its confidence in the prediction. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach can induce accurate models using substantially fewer feature-value acquisitions as compared to alternative policies.
Introduction
Many predictive modeling tasks include missing data that can be acquired at a cost, such as customers' buying preferences and lifestyle information that can be obtained through an intermediary. For building accurate models, ignoring instances with missing values leads to inferior model performance [7] , while acquiring complete information for all instances often is prohibitively expensive or unnecessary.
To reduce the cost of information acquisition, it is desirable to identify instances for which complete information is most informative to acquire.
In this paper we address this problem of active featurevalue acquisition (AFA) for classifier induction: given a feature acquisition budget, identify the instances with missing values for which acquiring complete feature information will result in the most accurate model. Formally, assume Ñ instances, each represented by Ò features ½ Ò . For all instances, the values of a subset of the features ½ are known, along with the class labels. The values of the remaining features ·½ Ò are unknown and can be acquired at a cost. The problem of feature-value acquisition is different from active learning [2] and optimum experi-mental design [3] , where the class labels rather than featurevalues are missing and costly to obtain.
The approach we present for active feature acquisition is based on the following three observations: (1) Most classification models provide estimates of the confidence of classification, such as estimated probabilities of class membership. Therefore principles underlying existing activelearning methods like uncertainty sampling [2] can be applied. (2) For the data items subject to active featurevalue acquisition, the correct classifications are known during training. Therefore, unlike with traditional active learning, it is possible to employ direct measures of the current model's accuracy for estimating the value of potential acquisitions. (3) Class labels are available for all complete and incomplete instances. Therefore, we can exploit all instances (including incomplete instances) to induce models, and to guide feature acquisition.
The approach we propose is simple-to-implement, computationally efficient and results in significant improvements compared to random sampling and a computationally-intensive method proposed earlier for this problem [11] .
Task Definition and Algorithm
Pool-based Active Feature Acquisition: Assume a classifier induction problem, where each instance is represented with Ò feature values and a class label. For the set of complete instances of the training set Ì, the values of all Ò features are known. For all other instances in Ì, only the values of a subset of the features ½ are known. The values of the remaining features ·½ Ò are missing and the set can be acquired at a fixed cost. We refer to these instances as incomplete instances, and the set is denoted as Á. The class labels of all instances in Ì are known. Unlike prior work [11] , we assume that models are induced from the entire training set (rather than just from ). This is because models induced from all available data have been shown to be superior to models induced when instances with missing values are ignored [7] . 1 Beyond im-proved accuracy, the choice of model induction setting also bears important implications for the acquisition mechanism, because the estimation of an acquisition's marginal utility is derived with respect to the model. Note that induction algorithms either include an internal mechanism for incorporating instances with missing feature-values [7] or require that missing values be imputed first. Henceforth, we assume that the induction algorithm includes some treatment for instances with missing values.
We study active feature-value acquisition policies within a generic iterative framework, shown in Algorithm 1. Each iteration estimates the utility of acquiring complete feature information for each incomplete example. The missing feature-values of a subset Ë ¾ Á of incomplete instances with the highest utility are acquired and added to Ì (these examples move from Á to ). A new model is then induced from Ì , and the process is repeated. Different AFA policies correspond to different measures of utility. Our baseline policy, random sampling, selects acquisitions at random, which tends to select a representative set of examples [8] .
Error Sampling: For a model trained on incomplete instances, acquiring missing feature-values is effective if it enables a learner to capture additional discriminative patterns that improve the model's prediction. Specifically, acquired feature-values are likely to have an impact on subsequent model induction when the acquired values pertain to a misclassified example and may embed predictive patterns that can be potentially captured by the model and improve the model. In contrast, acquiring feature-values of instances for which the current model already embeds correct discriminative patterns is not likely to impact model accuracy considerably. Motivated by this reasoning, our approach Error Sampling prefers to acquire feature-values for instances that the current model misclassifies. At each iteration, it randomly selects Ñ incomplete instances that have been misclassified by the model. If there are fewer than Ñ misclassified instances, then Error Sampling selects the remaining instances based on the Uncertainty score which we describe next. The uncertainty principle originated in work on optimum experimental design [3] and has been extensively applied in the active learning literature [2, 8] . The Uncertainty score captures the model's ability to distinguish between cases of different classes and prefers acquiring information regarding instances whose predictions are most uncertain. The acquisition of additional information for these cases is more likely to impact prediction, whereas information pertaining to strong discriminative patterns captured by the model is less likely to change the model. For a probabilistic model, the absence of discriminative patterns in the data results in the model assigning similar likelihoods for class membership of different classes. Hence, the Uncertainty score is calculated as the absolute difference between the estimated class probabilities of the two most likely classes. Formally, for an instance Ü, let È Ý´Ü µ be the estimated probability that Ü belongs to class Ý as predicted by the model. Then the Uncertainty score is given by È Ý½´Ü µ È Ý¾´Ü µ, where È Ý½´Ü µ and È Ý¾´Ü µ are the firsthighest and second-highest predicted probability estimates respectively. Formally, the Error Sampling score for a potential acquisition is set to -1 for misclassified instances; and for correctly classified instances we employ the Uncertainty score. At each iteration of the AFA algorithm, complete feature information is acquired for the Ñ incomplete instances with the lowest scores.
Algorithm 1 Active Feature-Value Acquisition Framework
Given:
-set of complete instances We first compared Error Sampling to random feature acquisition. The performance of each system was averaged over 5 runs of 10-fold cross-validation. In each fold, the learner initially has access to all incomplete instances, and is given complete feature-values for a randomly selected subset of size Ñ. For the active strategies, a sample of instances is then selected from the pool of incomplete instances based on the measure of utility. The missing values for these instances are acquired and the process is repeated until the pool of incomplete instances is exhausted. In the case of random sampling, the incomplete instances are selected uniformly at random. Each system is evaluated on the held-out test set after each iteration of feature acquisition. As in [11] , the test data set contains only complete instances, since we want to estimate the true accuracy of the model given complete data. To maximize the gains of AFA, it is best to acquire features for a single instance in each iteration; however, to make our experiments computationally feasible, we selected instances in batches of 10 (i.e., sample size Ñ = 10).
To compare the performance of any two schemes, and we compute the percentage reduction in error of over for a given number of acquisitions and report the average over all points on the learning curve. The reduction in error is considered to be significant if the average errors across the points on the learning curve of is lower than that of according to a paired t-test (Ô ¼ ¼ ).
All the experiments were run on 5 web-usage datasets (used in [6] ) and 5 datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [1] . 2 The web-usage data contain information from popular on-line retailers about customer behavior and purchases. This data exhibit a natural dichotomy with a subset of features owned by a particular retailer and a set of features that the retailer may acquire at a cost. The learning task is to induce models to predict whether a customer will purchase an item during a visit to the store. Hence the pool of incomplete instances was initialized with the features privately owned by each retailer. For the UCI datasets, 30% of the features were randomly selected to be used in the incomplete instances. A different set of randomly selected features was used for each train-test split of the data.
The active framework we have proposed can be implemented using an arbitrary probabilistic classifier as a learner. For the results in this paper, we used J48, which is the Weka implementation of C4.5 decision-tree induction [10] .
Results:
The results comparing Error Sampling to random sampling are summarized in Table 1 . All error reductions reported are statistically significant. As mentioned above, the main impact of AFA is lower on the learning curve. To capture this, we also report the percentage error reduction averaged over only the 20% of points on the learning curve where the largest improvements are produced. We refer to this as the top-20% percentage error reduction, which is similar to a measure reported in [8] .
The results show that for all data sets using Error Sampling significantly improves on the model accuracy compared to random sampling. Figures 1 and 2 present learning curves that demonstrate the advantage of using an AFA scheme over random acquisition. Apart from average reduction in error, a good indicator of the effectiveness of an AFA scheme is the number of acquisitions required to obtain a desired accuracy. For example, on the qvc dataset once Error Sampling acquires approximately 400 complete instances, it induces a model with an accuracy of 87%; however, random sampling requires approximately 1200 complete instances to achieve the same accuracy. We also evaluated a policy that uses only the Uncertainty score for estimating the utility of potential acquisitions. This Uncertainty Sampling results in significantly better performance 2 The details of the datasets used can be found in [5] . compared to random sampling, but is inferior to Error Sampling. Detailed results comparing alternative AFA policies can be found in the extended version of this paper [5] . Comparison with GODA: The most closely related work to this paper is the study by Zheng and Padmanabhan [11] of the active feature-value acquisition scheme GODA. GODA measures the utility of acquiring feature-values for a particular incomplete instance in the following way. It adds the instance to the training set, imputing the values that are missing and then induces a new model. The instance that leads to the model with the best performance on the complete training data is selected for acquisition. GODA has two important differences from Error Sampling: it employs a different utility measure and it induces its models from only the complete instances. To compare to our approach, we implemented GODA as described in [11] , using J48 tree induction as the learner and multiple imputation for missing value imputation. Experiments comparing Error Sampling to GODA were run as before; however, due to GODA's tremendous computational requirements, we only ran one run of 10-fold cross-validation on 5 of the datasets. Some datasets were also reduced in size. A summary of the results, along with the reduced dataset sizes, is presented in Table 2 . The results show that in spite of the high computational complexity of GODA, it results in inferior performance compared to Error Sampling for all 5 domains. All improvements obtained by Error Sampling with respect to GODA are statistically significant. These results suggest that the ability of Error Sampling to capitalize on information from incomplete instances, and to utilize this knowledge in feature acquisition, allows it to capture better predictive patterns compared to those captured by GODA. 
Related Work and Conclusions
Recent work on budgeted learning [4] also addresses the issue of active feature-value acquisition. However, the policies developed in [4] assume feature-values are discrete, and consider the acquisition of individual feature-values for randomly selected instances of a given class, rather than for specific incomplete instances. Some work on cost sensitive learning [9] has addressed the issue of inducing economical classifiers but it assumes that the training data are complete and focuses on learning classifiers that minimize the cost of classifying incomplete test instances. Traditional active learning [2] assumes access to unlabeled instances with complete feature-values and attempts to select the most use-ful examples for which to acquire class labels. Active feature acquisition is a complementary problem that assumes labeled data and attempts to acquire the most useful featurevalues.
We have presented a general framework for active feature acquisition that can be applied to different learners and can use alternate measures of utility for ranking acquisitions. Within this framework, we propose an effective and simple-to-implement policy that results in superior accuracy and is also significantly more efficient computationally compared to an existing approach.
